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1/ Early Printing

1.

[Anon.] A Modest Enquiry into the Causes of the Present Disasters in England. And who they
are that brought the French Fleet into the English Channel, Described. London: printed for
Richard Baldwin in the Old-Baily. 1690.
4to., pp. [ii], 38. Bound without final blank leaf as usual (see ESTC). Title-page within double
line border, short bookseller’s catalogue to lower half of final page. Lightly toned and
softened at fore-edge with some slight greyish spotting, title-page fore-edge a little ragged,
light dampstain to bottom edge of last 4 leaves. Modern blue paper-covered boards, narrow
vellum spine, orange spine label with ‘Disasters’ in gilt. A very good copy.
Authorship of this work concerning a naval victory by France that was supposedly made
possible by treachery is often attributed to Daniel Defoe, although Walter Wilson writes in his
Memoirs of the Life and Times of Daniel Defoe (1830) that this is ‘probably without any just
reason’. He does however consider the work, ‘well written, and a useful document of the
times. The design of the author is to identify the disaffected clergy with the plot that was in

activity against the government; in order to which, he gives a curious detail of their
proceedings, and adduces a memorial which they presented to the French King, inviting him
to the invasion of England.’ (Ibid).
Issuing this pamphlet earned its publisher Richard Baldwin a prison sentence. ‘With the
accession of William III, Baldwin, as a loyal supporter, was prepared to serve the government
through the medium of his press. Yet the candor of his publications and his own impulsive
behavior were to bring him into occasional conflict with the government he so heartily
championed. In 1690 Baldwin was sentenced to Newgate for "misprision of treason" by Lord
Daniel Finch, Second Earl of Nottingham, for having "publish'd a sticht book entitled a
Modest Enquiry which reflects upon the dissenting bishops and other bold passages." Copies
of the pamphlet were seized by "Robin Hog" Stevens, but the indefatigable Baldwin, again
ready with bail, was released from sentence.’ (Rostenberg, ‘Richard and Anne Baldwin, Whig
Patriot Publishers’ in The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America Vol. 47, No. 1
(First Quarter, 1953), pp. 1-42).
Between 1689 and 1698 Baldwin published about 240 pamphlets, the majority being
political and of those 75 being anti-French. ‘The principal butt of these lampoons and libels
was the aging monarch at Versailles whose limitless passion for war and territorial
aggrandizement had left France bankrupt, her manhood destroyed and her people apathetic
and indifferent to the future. The growing fear of a possible French invasion and the English
contempt for Louis XIV are manifest in Baldwin's many libellous tracts’ (ibid).
ESTC R16429; Wing M2367
[52381]

2.

£150

Anon. [Lowndes, William:] A Report Containing an Essay for the Amendment of the Silver
Coins. London: printed by Charles Bill, and the Executrix of Thomas Newcomb, deceas’d;
Printers to the King’s most Excellent Majesty, 1695.
First edition. 8vo., pp. 159, [i]. Woodcut initials. Slight dampstain along bottom margin
occasionally affecting (though not obscuring) text, title-page a little grubby but otherwise only

occasional light spots and smudges. Modern tan half calf, red morocco gilt title label to spine,
marbled boards, endpapers renewed. A very good copy in a sound modern binding.
The Essay is divided into five distinct points: ‘First, Concerning the Standard of the Gold and
Silver Coins, and the Establishment of a Just and Reasonable Foot for the Course of the
same’; ‘Second, Concerning the Present State and Condition of the Gold and Silver Coins’;
‘Third, Whether it be or be not Absolutely necessary at this Time to Re-establish the same’;
‘Fourth, The Proposing of Means that must be Obtained, and the Proper Methods to be used
in and for the Amendment of the Silver Moneys’; ‘Fifth, To Consider what must Supply the
Commerce, Pay Taxes &c. Whilst the Clipt Money is under its New Fabrication.’ (pp.11-13)
Lowndes (1652-1724) took office as secretary of the Treasury on 24th April 1695 in the
midst of a worsening coinage crisis which the government was already making efforts to
resolve. ‘The practice of ‘clipping’ hammered silver coin had reached the point where it was
seriously affecting the Treasury's ability to pay its way in the war with France, and in late
1694 confidence in the silver coinage weakened dramatically. A complete reminting of the
coinage was now imperative, but the problem facing a House of Commons committee early in
1695 was whether there should be a temporary devaluation in order to stabilize the currency
while the old money was reminted, a primary concern being to offset the inevitable loss in the
value of tax receipts.’ (ODNB)
As Lowndes and the philosopher John Locke published opposing views on the subject
(Lowndes in favour of devaluation and Locke against) the episode came to be referred to by
historians as ‘the Locke-Lowndes controversy’. However more recent studies have suggested
that the views published here under Lowndes name on behalf of the Treasury were not
actually his own. ‘In a written report to the Treasury board in January 1695 Lowndes actually
ruled out any suggestion of devaluation. While modestly conceding a limited grasp of the
complexities behind the issue, he envisaged an immediate loss of some £150,000 in revenue,
which would have to be met by a 'public tax', and a worrying increase in the cost of England's
military payments abroad.’ (Ibid).
The Treasury board asked Lowndes to produce a detailed recoinage scheme but, ‘since
majority opinion on the board favoured devaluation it would appear that Lowndes was
instructed to follow the scheme already proposed by the Commons. By mid-September his
‘book’, A Report Containing an Essay for the Amendment of the Silver Coins, was in Treasury
hands. It embodied the Commons committee's resolutions and was fleshed out with much
historical detail, but owing to the rapid increase in the market price of silver a devaluation rate
of 20 per cent would now be necessary. William III and his ministers acknowledged
Lowndes's ingenuity and scholarship but, disagreeing with the Treasury board, saw greater
virtue in Locke's arguments for a recoinage at the old standard. Thus it was largely to assist
the ministry's own scheme for recoinage in parliament that Lowndes's Report was
subsequently published in November 1695, followed by Locke's Further Considerations
Concerning Raising the Value of Money. While paying tribute to Lowndes's erudition, Locke
was quick to point out that some of his arguments tended in fact to condemn devaluation of
any kind. Moreover, the encouragement which Lowndes gave to Locke and other critics to
publish their rebuttals of his Report would likewise suggest that Lowndes had never
personally favoured devaluation. In January 1696 an act was passed for a recoinage at the
existing standard.’ (Ibid.)
ESTC R39081; Wing (2nd ed.) L3323
[52379]

£350

3.

Ausonius, Decimus Magnus; Martialis, Marcus Valerius; Catullus, Tibullus &
Propertius: Opera, Ex Recognitione Josephi Scaligeri Jul. Caes. F.; Epigrammaton libri XII.
Xeniorum liber I. Apopharetorum liber I.; [Works]. [Leiden:] ex officina Plantiniana
Raphelengii, 1605; 1606; 1601.
3 works in 1 volume. 24mo., pp. 238, [i]; 272; 213, [iii], includes final blanks to first and last
works. Woodcut printer’s device to each title-page. Very slightly toned, lower fore-edge
corners of leaf N2 of Ausonius and leaf G2 of Catullus torn away though not affecting text
apart from the latter’s catchword. Contemporary semi-limp vellum, recent red leather and gilt
title label to spine, edges coloured red. Both paste-downs lifted, exposing some scraps of
vellum MS used as sewing supports. A little cocked, spine slightly creased, a few smudgy
marks but very good.
Three pocket-sized editions of classical works from the Plantin press, all scarce in the UK
with COPAC finding no copies of the Ausonius, one BL copy of the 1606 Martial and only
1587, 1603 and 1613 editions of the Catullus rather than the 1601 found here (WorldCat finds
one copy of the 1601 Catullus in Leiden University Library). Schweiger (II, 80) mentions the
1603 edition of Catullus, but no others.
Francois Raphelengien joined the Plantin press as a corrector in 1564 and remained there for
25 years until the death of Christopher Plantin, from whom inherited the Leiden branch of the
press. Francois died in 1597, followed by his son and heir Christopher only three years later.
These works date from the time of his second son Francois II, who was not appointed as
printer to the University as his predecessors had been, and who sold the business in 1619.
A few pencilled bookseller’s notes to front endpapers. Small inscription of an illegible name
in an old hand to front paste-down recto. 20th-century bookplate (‘Georgii Fletcher et
Amicorum’) to front paste-down verso.
[52191]

£650

4.

[Book of Common Prayer] Book of Common Prayer and Administration of the Sacraments
and Other Rites and Ceremonies of the Church, According to the Use of the Church of
England Together with the Psalter or Psalms of David, Pointed as they are to be Sung or Said
in Churches. London: Engraven and Printed by the Permission of Mr Baskett, Printer to the
King’s most Excellent Majesty. Sold by John Sturt, Engraver, 1717.
8vo., pp.xxii, 166, [ii]. Silverplate engraving throughout, with ornate borders, initials and
decorations, and copious illustrations. Volvelle to p.v, single-page publisher’s list to rear.
Faint toning, volvelle repaired at point of attachment but functional. Recent brown morocco,
raised bands, gilt spine with title, a.e.g., very good. ‘The effect is harsh and dazzling in the
extreme, and surely none but the most enthusiastic devotee ever yet prayed to heaven from the
text of Sturt’s prayer-book.’ (Dibdin, Bibliographical Decameron p.116)
Generally considered the most spectacular of Sturt’s productions, the entire text is engraved
rather than typeset, and is lavishly ornamented. Sturt (1658–1730) specialised in miniature
work and was renowned for having engraved the Lord’s Prayer in the space of a silver
halfpenny and the Creed within that of a penny. Here his frontispiece portrait of King George
I showcases this skill, being composed of the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, the Ten
Commandments, a prayer for the royal family, and Psalm 21, all inscribed in lines of tiny
characters across the King’s profile. The overall effect disquiets Dibdin to a degree this
cataloguer cannot recall seeing before, as he describes the miniscule text 'running horizontally
and directly across the physiognomy of his Majesty. These sacred parts of our Liturgy were
perhaps never before so unpicturesquely introduced.' He recovers his composure though, and
admires the book’s visual impact if not its practicality: ‘The effect is harsh and dazzling in the
extreme, and surely none but the most enthusiastic devotee ever yet prayed to heaven from the
text of Sturt’s prayer-book.’ (Dibdin, Bibliographical Decameron p.116)
Five variants are listed by the ESTC, this copy being that with a cherub-filled border to page
v, and no numeral in the head margin.
ESTC T141241
[51511]

£750

5.

[Book of Common Prayer] Liturgia: seu Liber Precum Communium, et administrationis
sacramentorum, aliorumque Rituum & Ceremoniarum in Ecclesia Anglicana Receptus:
Itémque Forma & Modus Creandi, Ordinandi, & Consecrandi Episcopos, Presbyteros, &
Diaconos. Epistolae, Evangelia, & Psalmi inseruntur juxta Sebastiani Castellionis versionem.
Londini: typis G. Bowyer, impensis J. J. & P. Knapton, J. & J. Bonwicke, J. Osborne & T.
Longman, B. Motte, S. Birt, T. Ward & E. Wicksted. 1733.
5th edition. 12mo., unpaginated. With engraved frontispiece, woodcut head-pieces. Patchy
toning especially to the first few gatherings, ffep and next two leaves dampstained at top edge,
occasional spots and smudges. Contemporary Cambridge-style panelled calf, raised bands and
black title label to spine. Spine creased and worn with loss to headcap, upper corners a bit
worn but very good overall.
‘Editio quinta prioribus longè emendatior’. Bowyer’s records show 2000 copies printed of 20
sheets.
To spine, remains of a paper label reading ‘MN 7.305’. To front paste-down, a printed book
label, ‘From the Library of Dr. Melvin. Presented to Marischal College. 10th September
1856.’ Inked to the foot of the label by hand, a code ‘MN.7.305’. To frontispiece verso, titlepage and leaf B1 a rectangular inkstamp of the University of Aberdeen Library. The
frontispiece verso also has a very faint inscription, possibly the name Blakeney and a date. To
the final leaf verso some MS which has been scribbled over and then mostly faded away.
ESTC T140400
[52220]

£125

6.

Boxhorn, Marc Zuerius: (Hartnack, Daniel, ed.:) Chronologia praecipuorum universi orbis
imperiorum, regnorum, principatuum, rerumque, publicarum ortus, mutationes, atque occasus
designans. Edita atque plurimis additionibus & continuatione usque in praesentem annum
aucta a Daniele Hartnaccio [...] Budissae [Budissina]: impensis Friderici Arnstii, typis
Johannis Rudolphi Leonis, 1688.
Folio, pp. [iv], 251, [i] + 4 folding tables at rear. Title-page in red and black, a few woodcut
ornaments. Lightly toned with occasional light foxing, title-page more heavily affected. Some
paper repairs to the back of each plate, mostly to edges and attachments, plus a little foxing.
Contemporary vellum, edges sprinkled blue. Vellum a bit grubby with a few spots and
smudges, a little light foxing to endpapers and their hinges reinforced. A very good copy.
Boxhorn (1612-1653), a politician and linguist, was in 1648 successor to Daniel Heinsius as
Professor of History at the university of Leiden. Chronologia consists mainly of three-column
tables showing important events in both world and church history set next to the reigning
monarch of the time.
To ffep, inscription of Ant. Johnson; to title-page, ex libris inscription possibly in the name of
Grosvenor, dated April 26th 1805.
[52222]

£225

7.

Catullus, Gaius Valerius; Tibullus, Albius; Propertius, Sextus: Opera. Birminghamiae
[Birmingham]: Johannis Baskerville, 1772.
4to. pp. [ii], 200, 221-372 (i.e. 352, due to usual pagination error). Sporadic light foxing,
narrow patch of toning to gutter margin of pp.136-7 seemingly transferred from a ribbon
bookmark. a few small pencilled bookseller’s notes to front endpapers. 19th-century dark
brown straight-grain morocco, spine heavily gilt, boards with gilt and blind tooled frame and
borders, all edges gilt, green endpapers. Some surface wear to joints, lightly shelf worn, lower
corner of rear board a bit bumped. A very good copy, handsomely bound.
Leaves A2 and H3, often cancelled, are both found here in their original state; misnumeration
and other errors as usual. Also available in 12mo., this 4to. version was priced on publication
at a guinea, though copies were advertised for sale at 18s. on 9th July 1773; 780 copies
remained in stock in 1775. Dibdin describes this edition, based on Coustelier’s 1743
production, as ‘very beautiful’, though ‘not esteemed for accuracy’ (Dibdin I (4th edn.) 377).
Bookplate with crest (small piece of lower corner torn away), of Henry Disbrowe of All
Souls. According to Alumni Oxonienses this is likely Henry John Disbrowe of Launceston, a
fellow of All Soul’s College, Oxford from 1816. He became rector of Welbourne in Lincoln
in 1820 and remained there until his death in 1867. To rfep recto, pencilled inscription of
Thomas Thorp dated Dec. 2nd 1938.
ESTC T6260; Gaskell 44; Graesse 287; Moss 1263
[52193]

£600

8.

[Claudian] Claudianus, Claudius: (Burman, Pieter II; Heinsius, Niklaas, eds.:) Opera,
quae exstant, omnia ad membranarum veterum fidem castigata [...]. Amstelaedami
[Amsterdam], ex officina Schouteniana, 1760.
First edition thus. 4to, pp. [xiv], xxxii, [ii], 31, [v], 600, (without loss) 609-1112
(mispaginated as usual). Large paper copy, with some leaves deckled at bottom edge. Title in
red and black with woodcut device, woodcut head- and tail-pieces and initials. Occasional
very light foxing, some leaves with a faint line of toning across head margin and a few others
unopened at head, short closed tear (seemingly the result of a paper flaw) to leaf 5R2 affecting
text but not legibility. Late 18th- or early 19th-century crimson straight-grain morocco, gilt
title to spine, a.e.g., ornate dentelles, green leather joints, marbled endpapers, pale blue ribbon
bookmark bound in. Spine a little faded and rubbed, a few light marks, endcaps and bottom
edges beginning to wear, a very good copy handsomely bound. Small gilt oval crest of
Archibald Acheson, 3rd Earl of Gosford (1806-1864) to front paste-down. Round Jesuit
Society inkstamp (Milltown Park, Dublin) to title-page.
First edition of Pieter Burman’s (1714-1778) edition of Claudian, with commentary by his
uncle, Pieter Burman I, and previously unprinted notes by the neo-latin poet and classical
verse scholar Niklaas Heinsius (1620-1681). Claudian of Alexandria (b. c. AD 360) was court
poet under the emperor Honorius and his minister Stilicho. “In diction and technique he is the
equal of Lucan and Statius, in hyperbole he perhaps outdoes them” (OCD). His poetry is also
a valuable historical source. Dibdin writes that this is ‘unquestionably a very superior edition,
and it contains a greater fund of critical illustration than the preceding by Gesner.’
Dibdin I (4th edn.) 472
[51703]

£600

9.

Epictetus: (Upton, J., ed.:) [Enchiridion] To tou Epiktetou Encheiridion. Glasguae
[Glasgow]: Robertus et Andreas Foulis, 1751.
Miniature 32mo. (80 x 45mm approx.). pp. 95, [i]. Text in Greek. Very occasional light spots,
tiny hole to F2 affecting signature but not text. Contemporary dark brown calf, spine with
raised bands and gilt bird motif to each compartment, neatly rebacked and label replaced, ffep
renewed but other endpapers original. A bit rubbed, some light scrapes and scratched but a
very good, attractive copy.
‘An early edition of Foulis’ famous little volume’ (Speilmann), printed in the same 8-point
Greek type as their Anacreon of 1754. Issued again by Foulis in 1765, but with a different
setting.
Engraved bookplate of The Minister’s Library, Stand Parsonage covering most of front pastedown. This is likely Stand Parsonage, Whitefield, Manchester.
ESTC T138728; Bondy p.24; Gaskell 190; Spielmann 9
[52304]

£425

10.

Erasmus, Desiderius: Adagiorum [...] Epitome. Amstelodami [Amsterdam]: apud
Ludovicum Elzevirium, 1650.
First edition thus. 12mo., pp. [xxiv], 622, [lxxii]. Title-page in red and black with woodcut
printer’s device, woodcut initials and head-pieces. Occasional very tiny pencil annotations.
Contemporary brown calf boards with triple-fillet blind tooled borders, rebacked in lighter
sheep with gilt title label and blind tooling, edges coloured red, endpapers renewed. Spine
very much rubbed but sound, corners worn. A good working copy.
First Elzevir edition of the epitome text of the Adagia, Erasmus’ annotated collection of
Greek and Latin proverbs. The first full edition, Collectanea Adagiorum, was published in
Paris in 1500 and contained about eight hundred entries. By the time of his death in 1536,
Erasmus had expanded the work to 4,151 entries, many with richly detailed notes and
commentaries.
Inscription to a front endpaper, ‘Frederico Bond. / Coll. Exon. Oxon. Socis. / D.D. / (?) / J.W.
Maxwell Lyte’. This is likely John Walker Maxwell Lyte (1823-1848) who matriculated at
New College, Oxford in 1843. His own life was short, but he has the distinction of a both
notable father and a notable son: his father was the author and clergyman Henry Francis Lyte
(1793–1847), writer of ‘Abide With Me’; his only child was Henry Churchill Maxwell Lyte
(1848–1940), who was for 40 years the Deputy Keeper of Public Records, a role he fulfilled
with great innovation and vigour.
Rev. Frederick Hookey Bond (1821-1897) is a likely candidate for ‘Frederico Bond’. He
matriculated at Exeter College in 1839, was awarded B.A. in 1843 and M.A. in 1845. He was
headmaster of Marlborough Royal Free Grammar School from 1853 to 1876. His son,
Frederick Bligh Bond (1864–1945), was an architect, author, and famous psychical
researcher.
Willems 1109
[52219]

£200

11.

Gale, Roger (ed.:) Registrum Honoris de Richmond exhibens terrarum & villarum quae
quondam fuerunt Edwini comitis infra Richmundshire descriptionem: ex libro Domesday in
thesauria domini regis: [...]. Londini [London: ] Impensis R. Gosling, 1722.
Large paper copy. Folio, pp. [ii], xxxv, [i], 106, [xxvi], 286, [xxx] + folding engraved map
and 15 other engraved plates (7 folding). Lacking the list of subscribers leaf. Title and many
pages in red and black. Spotted and lightly browned. Early 19th century marbled boards,
scuffed, with spine renewed in half reversed calf by John Henderson c.1980.
The Bowyer ledgers show 50 large paper copies were printed, of this last significant
publication by Roger Gale (1672-1744), the eldest son of the antiquary Thomas Gale. The
text is “a twelfth-century register of the honour of Richmond from the Cotton Library,
accompanied by a long appendix of important early charters. It was published in 1722 under
the auspices of the Society of Antiquaries, of which he was the first vice-president” (ODNB).
ESTC T150024.
[53037]

£350

12.

[Girard, Guillaume]; Cotton, Charles (trans.): The History of the Life of the Duke of
Espernon, the Great Favourite of France. [...] In Three Parts, Containing Twelve Books.
Wherein the history of France is continued from the year 1598. where D’Avila leaves off,
down to our own times, 1642. London: printed by E. Cotes, and A. Clark, for Henry Brome,
1670.
Folio (in 4s), pp. [xx], 190, [ii], 191-416, [ii], 417-651, [i] + 2 portrait frontispieces. Separate
title to-page to each part; with the advertisement at foot of p.651 (a variant lacks this
advertisement). Title-page in red and black, woodcut initials and head- and tail-pieces.
Occasional light spots and foxing, 2 short closed tears to margins of first portrait and a few
neat paper repairs to other margins, some faint ink spatters plus a more significant blot to
p.232 affecting but not obscuring a few words. 20th-century library binding, quarter dark blue
morocco with blue cloth boards, gilt title to spine, edges coloured red, marbled endpapers. A
very good copy in a sturdy recent binding.
Attributed by Halkett & Laing (2nd ed.) to Guillaume Girard (d.1663), the Duc d'Espernon’s
secretary who first published his Histoire de la Vie du Duc d'Espernon in 1655. The Duke
was a courtier and favourite of Henri III, but was later implicated in the assassination of Henri
IV. His Life includes a great deal of information about French history from 1570 until his
death in 1642.
Ink stamps (various styles) of Inner Temple Library to: each frontis, verso; to title-page x3;
A2 recto; pages 1, 223, 650, 651 and final leaf verso. Armorial bookplate of Herbert Jacob
Esq. of St Stephens, Kent to title-page verso. Herbert Jacob (d.1725) was the son of Sir
Abraham Jacob of Dover and inherited his estate, St Stephen's alias Hackington in
Canterbury. ‘This gentleman, who was bred to the bar, and proved a very efficient magistrate
in this county, by his will left a considerable collection of books to the society of the Inner
Temple, of which he was a bencher.’ (Ireland, England’s Topographer)
ESTC R21918
[52221]

£225

13.

(Goodwin, Thomas:) The History of the Reign of Henry the Fifth, King of England, &c. In
Nine Books. London: printed by J.D. for S. and J. Sprint, J. Robinson, J. Taylor, Andr. Bell,
T. Ballard, and B. Lintott, 1704.
Folio, pp. viii, 256, 267-272, 257-266, 273-362 + portrait frontispiece. Preface bound before
dedication; pp. 267-272 (i.e. leaves MM2-4) bound out of order, but all present. The appendix
has a separate titlepage, with the date 1703. A few neatly pencilled marginal notes. Frontis
and title both lightly toned and a bit dusty, odd spots of foxing becoming heavy by final two
leaves. Slightly later tan calf, neatly rebacked, raised bands, gilt spine, black title label, blindtooled border, corners repaired, marbled edges, endpapers renewed. A little scuffed, some
smudgy marks, a very good copy.
Goodwin’s work is beginning to be recognised by modern historians as an important and in
some respects innovative early contribution to the historical reputation of Henry V.
“Goodwin’s study marked a milestone in the study of the reign of Henry V... The chief
contrast between Goodwin’s work and that of earlier writers on Henry V lies in the broader
picture he drew of what kingship was about and, consequently, by what criteria a king might
be judged... The history of a reign, as understood and presented by Goodwin, went far beyond
the language and ‘deeds’ (Acta or Gesta) of a single man. It was the history of a national
enterprise, guided and led by the king. Although historians may differ today over
interpretations regarding this question or that, this success or that failure, and in particular
over their understanding of the king’s character, that is still, in essence, how we see his reign
today.” (Allmand). Please see ‘Writing History in the Eighteenth Century: Thomas
Goodwin’s The History of the Reign of Henry the Fifth (1704)’, Christopher Allmand’s very
interesting chapter in Henry V: New Interpretations (2013) for a great deal more information
on the scope and innovations of Goodwin’s work.
ESTC T90148
[53036]

£500

14.

[Guide Book] The Winchester Guide; or, a Description of the Antiquities and Curiosities of
that Ancient City [...] Illustrated with Copper Plates. Winton: printed for and sold by T.
Blagden, 1796.
‘A New Edition’. 12mo., pp. [ii], 115, [i] + 3 plates including frontispiece. Very occasional
spots of foxing but generally clean internally. Recently rebound in quarter tan morocco with
terracotta and blue marbled paper-covered boards, endpapers replaced. Corners very lightly
rubbed, a very good copy in a neat modern binding. Signature of S. Vernon to head of titlepage.
Thomas Blagden is listed in the 1792-98 Universal British Directory as a Winchester
bookseller and postmaster.
ESTC T63420
[51455]

15.

£95

[Guide Book] Dodsworth, William; (Green, Rupert); et al: The Southampton Guide [...];
A Guide to the Cathedral Church at Salisbury [...]; The History and Antiquities of
Glastonbury [...]; A Brief History of Worcester [...]: Southampton: T. Skelton; Salisbury:
printed for the Author by B.C. Collins; London: J. Nichols; Birmingham: James Belcher,
[c.1805]; 1800; 1805; 1802.
4 works bound together. 8vo., pp.[ii], ii, 5-114; [vi], 78; vi, 7-48; [vi], 123, [i] + 3 copper
engraved plates including folding frontispiece. Glastonbury and Worcester volumes bound
with half-title pages, a few occasional illustrations and embellishments in the text. Sporadic
light toning, mostly affecting the Worcester volume. Contemporary half tan calf, black gilt
title label to spine, grey marbled paper-covered boards, edges sprinkled brown. Neatly
rebacked with original (chipped) spine retained, rubbed, corners fraying, a little foxing to
endpapers, but still a good and sound copy. To the front paste-down, armorial bookplate of
Nathanael Ellison. To the ffep, two engravings of churches pasted in, both signed ‘Matthews,
Sculpt.’. Ownership inscription, ‘Wynne, (Univ.?) College’ to Worcester half-title.
The second guide in this collection dates from an interesting time in the history of Salisbury
Cathedral. Bishop Shute Barrington (1734–1826) employed the architect James Wyatt
(1746–1813) to remodel the cathedral, resulting in its closure from 1789-92. Wyatt
demolished the remains of the bell tower; drained and levelled the churchyard; removed the
Perpendicular screen, two medieval chantry chapels and two porches; rearranged the medieval

tombs and whitewashed or removed medieval wall paintings. Wyatt’s remodelling was
carried out in the name of creating a simpler interior, and the results were applauded by many
of his contemporaries. However his disregard for the historical integrity of the Cathedral
appalled the antiquary John Carter (1748–1817) and subsequent generations of historians.
This guide offers a ‘particular account of the great improvements made [...] under the
direction of James Wyatt’ and cites Wyatt’s pre-works survey in Chapter III.
ESTC T61869 (Salisbury)
[51456]

16.

£160

[Hale, Matthew:] A Letter from Sr. Matthew Hale, Kt. Sometime Lord Chief Justice of
England To one of his Sons After his Recovery from the Small-Pox. London: Printed by J.
Playford, for W. Shrowsbery at the Sign of the Bible in Duke-Lane, 1684.
8vo., pp. [ii], 37, [i]. Some faint smudgy marks to title-page, light foxing to final leaf.
Contemporary Cambridge-style panelled calf, neatly rebacked, a little blind tooling to spine.
A few slight scrapes and chips, corners a bit worn with the upper fore-edge corner of the rear
board beginning to fray, endpapers toned and a little fragile at edges, still very good.
‘Hale (1609–1676) left a place in national memory as the type of the virtuous lawyer and the
incorruptible judge. [...] Hale has continuously enjoyed the reverence of lawyers as the
greatest Stuart jurist after Coke, and treatments of his place in legal history have virtually
always been tinged with piety. In non-professional eyes Hale's reputation has been less
consistent. Down to the early nineteenth century, his short religious tracts were recommended
as edifying reading, no doubt because the point about these works was not their content but
their authorship. Since then, the fact that such a man was also an exemplary protestant
Christian has lost apologetic usefulness. During the twentieth century the best-known episode
in Hale's career was undoubtedly his role in trying witches. This has usually been treated,
given Hale's learning and his character, as a striking indication of the blindness of his age,
although a more recent tradition has traced the aberration to his own misogyny. In Arthur
Miller's play The Crucible, the clerical expert on witchcraft is called Hale.’ (ODNB)
At head of title-page, the inscription of the bibliophile Brent Gration-Maxfield (1916-1983),
whose collection was sold by Sotheby’s in London across several auctions in the early 1980’s.
Large armorial bookplate of ‘The Hon. George Baillie Esq., one of the Lords of the
Treasury’ dated 1724, and signed ‘A. Johnston sculp.’. Baillie (1664–1738) was a Scottish

landowner and politician who was appointed to the Treasury board that had been formed upon
the resignation of Robert Walpole in 1717. He was ousted in 1725 (though with a healthy
pension equal to his salary). His wife was Lady Grisell Baillie (1665–1746), daughter of
Patrick Hume and one of the heroic subjects of Henry Grey Graham’s A Group of Scottish
Women (1908).
ESTC R228016; Wing H247A
[52383]

17.

£600

[Hale, Matthew:] Burnett, Gilbert: The Life and Death of Sir Matthew Hale, Kt. Sometime
Lord Chief; Justice of His Majesties Court of Kings Bench. London: printed for William
Shrowsbery, at the Bible in Duke-Lane, 1682.
8vo., pp. [xx], 218, including portrait frontispiece (carefully laid down). Wing states that this
edition is found in two variants: this copy has ‘he’ as the catchword on p.3, rather than
‘while’. Woodcut initials. Single MS note to p.15 supplying a correction from the errata.
Small lacuna to fore-edge margin of b2, not affecting text. Occasional light smudges. Very
neatly executed recent period-style binding, brown calf, raised bands and gilt title to spine,
blind-tooled Cambridge boards, endpapers renewed. Corners very slightly rubbed, a little
toning to endpapers, very good indeed.
‘Hale (1609–1676) left a place in national memory as the type of the virtuous lawyer and the
incorruptible judge. This image was cemented by Gilbert Burnet's hagiography, The Life and
Death of Sir Matthew Hale (1682), a book that soon achieved a classic status. The date of this
work's composition at a period of royalist reaction made Burnet relatively reticent about his
hero's brand of politics. The balance was somewhat redressed by Baxter's remarks in his
Additional Notes on the Life and Death of Sir Matthew Hale (1682), which stressed Hale's
sympathy for the dissenters, and by the account of their friendship in the posthumous
Reliquiae Baxterianae (1696).’ (ODNB)
Small oval inkstamp to frontispiece. Ownership inscription of Henry Currer to title-page, in
an old hand.
ESTC R215370; Wing B5828
[52382]

£300

18.

[Historiae Augustae] Historiæ Augustæ Scriptores Sex. Aelius Spartianus, Julius
Capitolinus, Aelius Lampridius, Vulcatius Gallicanus, Trebellius Pollio et Flavius Vopiscus.
Ad Optimas Editiones Collati Praemittitur Notitia Literaria Accedit Index Studiis Societatis
Bipontinae. s.n. [Zweibrüecken]: Biponti ex Typographia Societatis, 1787.
2 vols., 8vo., pp. [ii], xxxvi, 308; [ii], 264, [cii]. Engraved portrait to each title-page (Hadrian
to vol. I, Zenobia to vol. II). Title-pages a little grubby towards head, occasional very light
foxing. Contemporary vellum, orange and green gilt labels to each spine. Vellum a little
greyed with some smudgy marks, top edges darkened, endpapers lightly foxed but still a very
good set.
A collection of biographies of the emperors from Hadrian to Carinus from the famous Bipont
series of editions of Greek and Latin classics. The name originates from Bipontium, the
modern Latin name of Zweibrücken or Deux-Ponts in Bavaria, where they began in 1779.
Place of publication later transferred to Strasbourg.
Small blue bookseller’s label of Galloway & Porter, Cambridge to front paste-down vol. I.
[52218]

£120

19.

Kilburne, Richard: A Topographie or Survey of the County of Kent. With Some
Chronological, Historicall, and Other Matters Touching the Same: and the Several Parishes
and Places therein. London: Thomas Mabb for Henry Atkinson [...], 1659.
Small 4to. (177 x 135mm), pp. [viii], 422, [xii] + portrait frontispiece. Numerous errors in
pagination as usual, list of Contents incorrectly bound before the dedication rather than after.
Woodcut initials and head- and tail-pieces. Occasional light smudges and spots of foxing, a
little toning along head of title-page, a smudge of red pigment to tail edge of final leaf perhaps
indicating the original edge colour. Late 19th- or early 20th-century brown polished sheep
neatly rebacked with original spine retained, gilt title and blind tooling to spine, blind-tooled
borders to boards, edges marbled, grey endpapers. A little rubbed but a very good copy
overall.
In his ‘Epistle Dedicatory’, Kilburne writes of his intention to present ‘the Kent of his own
day’, and to depict ‘the county as it was before the Civil War’. Hasted, in his 1797 History
and Topographical Survey of the County of Kent, dismisses Kilburne’s work as being ‘little
more than a Directory’. However, ‘Kent was not well served by early topographers, and
Kilburne's small survey was extensively quoted on sixteen occasions by Robert Furley and,
over the years in Archaeologia Cantiana, as a first source of reference, and not without some
praise. The Topographie devoted disproportionate attention to Hawkhurst: 10 pages out of
422, or, in the words of one writer, ‘as much space to it as to twenty other average parishes’
(Archaeologia Cantiana, 5, 1863, 59). Kilburne justified this, however: “In respect I finde not
any description of this Parish … it having been the place of my habitation for above twenty
eight years last past (God's Providence having also there lent me an inheritance), I thought fit
to enlarge my selfe upon this place. (Kilburne, 126)”’. (ODNB)
Recent armorial bookplate of Robert Edmund Lloyd-Roberts to front paste-down. Two MS
pencil notes to the ffep verso, the first concerning the placement of the list of Contents, the
second recording that this book was ‘acquired at the sale at Godmersham Park, the home of
Mrs Robert Tritton. 8th June 1983.’
Built in 1732 by Thomas May (later Knight), Godmersham Park was inherited by Edward
Austen (brother of Jane Austen) in 1794. He was a cousin of the Knight family, who had
adopted him in the early 1780s; when his adoptive mother died in 1812 he changed his name
to Knight. Jane was a regular visitor to Godmersham Park and is said to have used the house

as a model for Mansfield Park. The house passed through several more hands before being
bought in 1935 by Robert Tritton and his wife Elsie, whose death in 1983 prompted the
Christie’s auction mentioned above.
[50494]

20.

£650

Longinus, Dionysius: (Pearce, Zachary, ed.:) [Greek letters] De Sublimitate Commentarius,
quem qova versione donavit, Perpetuis Notis illustravit, & partim Manuscriptorum ope,
partim conjectura, emendavit (additis etiam omnibus ejusdem Auctoris Fragmentis). Dublini:
apud J. Smith & G. Bruce, 1733.
Third edition. 8vo., pp. xliv, 372, including engraved frontispiece. Title-page in red and black,
woodcut initials and tail-pieces, large engraved head-piece to p.v. A few annotations in an old
hand, e.g. p.15. A very light marginal dampstain to lower fore-edge corner from frontis to
approx. p.xxxv but generally clean within. Contemporary dark brown calf, gilt spine label, gilt
thistle and shelf mark at tail of spine, edges lightly sprinkled red. Headcap neatly repaired,
upper joint a little worn but holding firm, upper fore-edge corner bumped with slight creasing.
A few small paper repairs to ffep where it was previously stuck to the bookplate. A very good
copy. Engraved armorial bookplate of the Charles Perceval (1756–1840), 2nd Baron Arden in
the Irish peerage and 1st Baron Arden in the peerage of the UK. Perceval was the older
brother of the Prime Minister Spencer Perceval (1762–1812) as well as being a prominent
politician himself. He was also a fellow of the Royal Society and the Society of Antiquaries,
and a trustee of the Hunterian Museum.
Published in the same year in both Dublin and Edinburgh, this Dublin edition appears to be
the rarer, COPAC finding only the ESTC listing plus copies at Trinity College Dublin and
Glasgow University. The sheets of this edition were in fact printed in the Netherlands and are
a separate issue or variant imprint of the 1733 Amsterdam edition of R. & J. Wetstein and G.
Smith. Dibdin recommends Pearce’s edition (first published in 1724 in London in 4to. format)
as ‘the true text’, praising its ‘elegant and erudite notes’ and adding that the subsequent 8vo.
editions contain ‘advantageous corrections and additions’. He records the second London
edition of 1732 (the first 8vo.) and Foulis’ ‘very elegant’ 4to. of 1763, but omits this Irish
issue.
ESTC N28412; Dibdin (4th edn.) II 177-8
[51610]

£225

21.

Lucian of Samasota: (Mayne, Jasper, trans.:) Part of Lucian Made English from the
Originall. In the Yeare 1638. Oxford: R. Davies, 1664.
FIRST PART ONLY. 1st edition 2nd issue, folio, pp. [xvi], 398, [iv] + portrait frontispiece of
Lucian signed: W: Faithhorne sculpsit.. As usual pp.162-167 and pp.316-317 are
misnumbered as 182-187 and 306, 311 respectively. Woodcut device to title-page, woodcut
initials and head- and tail-pieces. Some old repairs to frontis at gutter, to title-page verso
(particularly head and tail edges) plus a few other places e.g. head of first dedicatory leaf, M1,
Z1, and some other smaller repairs; small worm trail to bottom corner of fore-edge margin
roughly pp.202-281, repaired in some places; light browning and possible dampstaining to
head and tail edges near front and rear; occasional wax spots and tiny scorch holes, final blank
leaf laid down.. Contemporary speckled calf boards neatly rebacked in polished sheep, raised
bands and morocco gilt label to spine, blind-tooled borders, edges sprinkled red, endpapers
replaced. Endcaps, raised bands and joints rubbed, a little chipping to edges, corners worn, a
few light scuffs and scrapes. A good copy, soundly repaired.
This version, with its title-page dated 1664, seems to be a reissue of the original 1663 first
(the title-page of the first issue is dated 1663 and there is no portrait). The second part of the
work is not found here; titled "Certain select dialogues of Lucian: together with his true
history, translated from the Greek into English. By Mr. Francis Hickes", it has separate
pagination, register, and title page with the imprint "printed for Richard Davis,... 1663". It
appears that it was also issued separately (Wing L3425).
To the front paste-down: small book label of Charles Whibley. To frontispiece verso: various
pen trials and doodled faces, plus inscriptions of Thos. Hartopp and Elizabeth Mallory ‘Her
Booke, 1694’. To title-page recto: two more inscriptions of Tho. Hartopp, and one of Ralph
Welles. To final blank: another inscription of Elizabeth Mallory dated 1694 and another
(seemingly in the same handwriting) of Elizabeth Welles; in the same hand a quotation, ‘One
moment gives Invention to Destroy / What to Rebuild would A whole Age Imploy’. This
comes from William Congreve’s play The Double-Dealer, which was first produced at the
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane in November or December of 1693 and first appeared in print the
following year. There are also what appear to be faded signatures on the leather of the lower
board, though these are illegible.
ESTC R23081; Wing L3435
[52318]

£450

22.

Lysias: (Taylor, John, ed.:) Orationes et Fragmenta. Graece et Latine. Ad fidem Codd.
Manuscriptorem recensuit, [...] Londini [London]: Ex Officina Gulielmi Bowyer, 1739.
2 vols. in 1, 4to., pp. [viii], xc, 528, [ii], 431-722, [xxvi] (with errors in pagination as usual).
Greek and Latin. Leaf Fff4 (ie. pp.415-6) in this copy is the cancelland, showing the original
number ‘39’ in the first line of text. A few large, engraved head-pieces, occasional woodcut
decorations. Two preliminary blanks a little loose at tail edge, first few leaves slightly
creased. Contemporary vellum, raised bands and inked title to spine, all edges coloured red,
marbled endpapers. Upper joint starting to split at head and tail, upper board a bit bowed, a
little grubby. A very good, large paper copy.
One of only 100 copies printed on large paper. According to Bowyer’s records, 300 copies
were printed on Genoa demy, 75 on royal, and 25 on writing royal. “Beautifully and correctly
printed by the celebrated Bowyer. This is an incomparable edition, and hardly exceeded by
any which this country can boast of” (Dibdin).
19th-century armorial bookplate of Sir John Trollope to front paste-down.
ESTC T106443; Schweiger I 202; Dibdin (4th edn.) II 213; Brunet III 1257; Graesse IV 314.
[51885]

£950

23.

Nicolson, William: The English Historical Library: Or, a Short View and Character of most
of the Writers now Extant, either in Print or Manuscript; Which may be Serviceable to the
Undertakers of a General History of this Kingdom; Part II. Giving a Catalogue of the most of
our Ecclesiastical Historians [...]; Part III. Giving an Account of our Records, Law-Books and
Coins, from the Conquest to the End of Q Elizabeth’s Reign [...]; The Scottish Hostorical
Library: Containing a Short View and Character of most of the Writers, Records, Registers,
Law-Books &c. [...] London: printed for Abel Swall and T. Child; Abel Swall; Timothy
Childe; T. Childe, 1696; 1697; 1699; 1702.
First editions. 4 vols., 8vo., pp. [xxxiv], 232, [viii]; [iv], li, [i], 233, [vii]; [iv], xxvii, [i], 315,
[v]; [ii], 4, xxxix, [i], 376. Final advertisement leaf to vol. I, all with the usual errors in
pagination. Occasional light dampstaining and spotting, heavier to vol.II; vol.III toned from
gathering Q onwards, with printing flaw to both sides of H7 resulting in a blank 8mm-wide
vertical stripe; vol. IV, first 3 leaves loosened from centre to tail edge. Uniformly bound in
contemporary brown blind-panelled calf, burgundy gilt morocco labels to spines, edges
sprinkled red. Rubbed and dried with some surface loss, most joints beginning to crack at
head and tail, vols. I and III endcaps fraying. Unsophisticated contemporary bindings, tired
but sound and still good overall.
Nicolson (1655–1727) was Bishop of Carlisle and then Derry, and was an enthusiastic
collector of manuscripts. ‘[H]is most important work was his English Historical Library,
published in 1696–9, a comprehensive bibliography of printed and manuscript materials on
English history, compiled with a patriotic as well as a scholarly purpose. The work was also
infused with a vigorous wit, which made austere commentators suspicious, and there were
inevitably errors, which exposed Nicolson to the criticism that he was hasty and sometimes
slapdash in his scholarship. He then turned his attention northwards, and in 1702 produced a
Scottish Historical Library (1702). Much later, when he was domiciled in Ireland, there
followed an Irish Historical Library (1724), though this was seriously marred by his manifest
ignorance of the Irish language. The three works were reprinted together in a compendium
volume in 1736.’ (ODNB)
Ownership inscription of Martin Bowes to each front paste-down.
ESTC R9263, R470729, R16077, T56136; Wing N 1146, 1147, 1148 (1st 3 vols.); Lowndes
1691
[51710]

£800

24.

[Ovid] Ovidius Naso, Publius: [Burmann, P., ed.:] Opera, in III Tomos Divisa.
Amstelaedami [Amsterdam]: J. Wetstenium, 1751.
3 vols. as 1. 12mo. in 8s, pp. [xl], 248; 284, [xii]; 301, [iii], including half-title and engraved
title-page to each volume, and final blank leaf at rear. A few tiny marginal annotations, e.g.
p.17, p.142. Occasional light spots and stains, a few leaves unopened to vols. II & III. Recent
brown calf, spine gilt ruled and with black morocco label, blind-tooled frame to each board,
new endbands, edges lightly sprinkled red and brown, new marbled endpapers. Tiny scuff to
tail of spine, first half-title a little stuck to endpaper at gutter slightly obscuring ‘O’ of
‘Ovidii’. A very good copy in a neat modern binding.
The half-title to the first volume reads: ‘Publii Ovidii Nasonis opera in III tomos divisa’.
Schweiger II 632
[52059]

25.

£200

Paulus Diaconus; Lipsius, J: Pauli Warnefridi Langobardi Filii, Diaconi Foroiuliensis, De
Gestis Langobardorum Libri VI. Ad MS, & Veterum Codicum Fidem Editi; De Recta
Pronunciatione Latinae Linguae Dialogus. Lugduni Batavorum [Leiden], Ex Officina
Plantiniana, Apud Franciscum Raphelengium, 1595; [c.1586].
12mo., pp. [xii], 337, [i]; [ii], 96, [viii]. Woodcut device to title page of first work. Slightly
toned with some occasional foxing, small scorch mark to text p.16 (no loss of sense),
preliminary blanks and one leaf loosening. Some underlining to one page in second section.
Later vellum, possibly retaining old boards, ink title to spine, Yapp edges, edges sprinkled
red. Endcaps creased, a little darkened at fore-edge but otherwise bright, pastedowns lifting to

reveal manuscript binder's waste. Some booksellers notes and a pasted catalogue entry to
front paste-down.
Two works bound together: the first is the major work of Paul the Deacon, his History of the
Lombards, in an edition published by Plantin - the first edited by Fr. Linbenbrog; the second
work is an anonymous edition of Lipsius's study on the correct pronunciation of Latin.
Adams, p.499
[46592]

26.

£675

Smith, Matthew: Memoirs of Secret Service. London: printed for A. Baldwin near the
Oxford Arms in Warwick Lane, 1699.
8vo., pp. 160, 24. Short ‘Advertisement’ cutting pasted to blank leaf opposite title-page, the
final 24-page section is titled ‘The reasons why I corresponded with Mr. John Hewet’.. Foxed,
occasional marginal smudges. Contemporary calf boards, rebacked with raised bands and gilt
title to spine, marbled endpapers, joints repaired with cloth. Spine rubbed, upper joint a bit
worn, corners worn and fraying, two small patches of surface loss to rear board one of which
patched. A well-used copy but still sound and very good overall
‘Letters published by Smith concerning the conspiracy of Charles Mordaunt, Earl of
Monmouth and Peterborough, and complaining of his treatment at the hands of the Duke of
Shrewsbury and James Vernon.’ (ESTC). The catalogue clipping pasted in at the front states
that the work is ‘said to have been written by Charles, Earl of Peterborough, with the
assistance of Dr Davenant, against the Duke of Shrewsbury. It was ordered by the House of
Peers to be burnt by the hangman. (Mackay’s Memoirs, p.64)’
Typewritten catalogue description for a different edition pasted to first blank leaf. Seemingly
contemporary inscription of Robert Welborne to head of title-page.
ESTC R10305; Wing (2nd ed.), S4131
[52378]

£500

27.

Spence, Joseph: Polymetis: or, An Enquiry concerning the Agreement between the Works of
the Roman Poets, and the Remains of the Antient Artists. The Second Edition, corrected by
the Author. London: Printed for R. and J. Dodsley 1755.
Second edition. Folio, pp. vi, 361, [i] + an engraved portrait frontispiece and 41 other
engraved plates (of which four double-page and mounted on stubs). Some minor spotting,
frontispiece offset onto title. Contemporary calf, spine fully gilt with ‘sun-spot filled lattice’
compartments, boards single-rule gilt bordered, with an elaborate stencil design of
interlocking ‘eared’ ovoids and quatrefoil corners, board edges dec. roll gilt. Joints and
corners skilfully repaired, old leather a bit rubbed and scratched. ‘Dutch swirl’ ‘made’
endpapers, a.e. lemon.
Spence’s (1699–1768) interesting book on the connections between ancient artists and poets,
the “long gestated Polymetis was published as a lavishly illustrated folio in February 1747 and
earned him at least £1450 by subscription and sale of copyright. Conceived during Spence's
first visit to Italy and with much of its material collected there, Polymetis was intended to
show how the works of ancient artists and of Roman poets illustrate and explain one another.
It was attacked in Gotthold Ephraim Lessing's Laokoon (1766) and, despite this edition, a
third in 1774, and abridged versions for the use of schools until the 1820s, it sank fairly
quickly from serious notice. However, it proved an invaluable guide to mythological images
for Keats.” (ODNB). Polymetis is, in common with several of Spence’s other works, written
in dialogue form as he thought that the first person singular seemed arrogant.
ESTC T130824.
[53056]

£550

28.

Statius, Publius Papinius: (Stephens, Thomas, trans.:) An Essay Upon Statius: or, the Five
First Books of Publ. Papinius Statius his Thebais. Done Into English Verse by T.S. With the
Poetick History Illustrated. London: printed for Richard Royston, 1648.
First edition. 8vo., pp.[xiv], 152 including portrait frontispiece. Bound without preliminary
blanks. Woodcut headpieces. Small burn hole to leaf C4 affecting a couple of lettters, a few
small spots and smudges. 19th-century tan polished calf, neatly rebacked with original spine
retained, two black morocco and gilt labels to spine, edges sprinkled grey, some pencilled
bibliographical notes to endpapers, A few scrapes to lower board, corners a little worn, but
still very good. Bookplate of Christopher Rowe to front paste-down. From the library of
Thomas Park (1758/9–1834), antiquary and bibliographer, with his signature to the title-page
but sadly without the heavy annotation for which he was known.
The first translation of Statius into English. Stephens (d.1677), headmaster of the grammar
school at Bury St Edmunds, claims in the prefatory material that the translation is purely for
use by his students. Indeed, it does serve to as introduction to Statius’ poetry during a time
‘increasingly hostile to his aesthetics as well as to his politics’. However, this claim is shown
to be a little disingenuous, as Stephens’ Royalist sympathies are quite apparent in his
translation. He ‘seems to have seen in Statius’ Thebaid a poem for his times that, translated,
could provide an oblique commentary on English politics and the crisis of monarchy.’ (Brill’s
Companion to Statius, p.603)
This work appears at a fraught point in the career of its publisher Richard Royston, ‘staunch
supporter of the church and the crown’. Imprisoned in the Fleet from July to October of 1645
for issuing an anti-parliament parody of Robert Ram's Soldier's Catechism, by 1648 he was
embroiled in the controversial publication of Eikon Basilike, allegedly written by Charles I
during his incarceration. ‘Royston's involvement with the publication had begun earlier and
by the end of 1648 he contrived to get Eikon into print, using a series of printers, and began
distributing it. Although it has been suggested that he was imprisoned for publishing the
King's Book, there is no evidence of this. However, in October 1649, nine months after the
execution of Charles I, Royston was called before the council of state and was bound in £500
to appear ‘when required, and not to print or sell any unlicensed books or pamphlets in the
meantime’ (CSP dom., 1649–50, 524).’ (ODNB)
ESTC R21944; Wing S5335
[51516]

£950

29.

Strabo: (Falconer, Thomas, ed.:) Rerum Geographicarum Libri XVII. Graece et Latine.
cum variorum, praecipue Casauboni, animadversionibus, juxta editionem Amstelodamensem.
Codicum mss. collationem, annotationes, et tabulas geographicas adjecit Thomas Falconer;
subjiciuntur chrestomathiae, Graece et Latine. Oxonii [Oxford]: e Typographeo
Clarendoniano, 1807.

First edition thus. 2 vols., folio (430 x 255mm), pp. [iv], viii, 643, [i] + 10 plates (all but one
are folding maps); [vii], 648-1333, [lxxxv] + 8 plates (maps, six of which folding). Total of 17
maps and 1 chart, as called for. Parallel Greek and Latin texts with notes and summaries in
Latin, some illustrations in the text. Some toning to plates also transferring at little to adjacent
leaves, very occasional light spotting. Contemporary reddish-brown russia, rebacked with
raised bands and gilt title to spine, gilt and blind tooled borders containing armorial
centrepieces to each board, marbled edges and endpapers. Rebacked spines worn at edges and
endcaps with a few small scrapes, corners worn, inner hinges reinforced with textured cloth.
Very good, sturdily repaired copy of the famous Oxford Strabo.
The Clarendon Press’s lavish edition of the ‘Geographies’, “by far the most important source
for ancient geography, a priceless document of the Augustan age” (Oxford Classical
Dictionary). Illustrated with beautiful engraved maps, the printing was achieving high prices
at the time of the Dibdin’s 4th edition (1827): it “is yet considered as the most valuable and
the most ample edition of Strabo; and copies are not to be procured under the sum of five or
six guineas. The copies on LARGE PAPER are worth about double that sum”. This expensive
and controversial publication nearly bankrupted the Press, being ‘one of the most expensive to
produce books that the Press had so far published’ (History of the Oxford University Press,
Vol. II: 1780-1896, Gadd et al, p.34 et seq.).
The recension is accredited on the title page to Thomas Falconer of Brasenose College,
Oxford (1738-92), who left most of the materials for the printing, but the work was published
by his nephew Thomas Falconer of Corpus Christi College, Oxford (1772-1839).
To each title-page: inscription of Carolo Kessler, ‘Nordovici 30.12.1914’; MS initials V.A.T;
tiny blind embossed stamp, ‘Consiliis et Astu’ with a horse’s head. Also to title-page of vol. I,
inscription of C. Ronaby. To each front paste-down, bookplate of Prinknash Abbey,
Gloucestershire. Armorial gilt centrepiece to each board, being the arms of collector and
landowner Thomas Penrice (1757-1816).
Dibdin II 435; Lowndes, p.2527.
[52412]

30.

£1,200

Tacitus, Publius Cornelius: [...] Opera, Quae Extant. Integris J. Lipsii, Rhenani, Ursini,
Mureti, Pichenae, Merceri, Gruteri, Acidalii, Grotii, Freinshemii, & selectis aliorum
commentariis illustrata. Joh. Fred. Gronovius recensuit, & suas notas passim adjecit.

Accedunt Jacobi Gronovii excerpta ex variis lectionibus M.S. Oxoniensis. Amstelodami
[Amsterdam]: Daniel Elzevir, 1672.
2 vols. 8vo, pp. [xxxii], 1224; [ii], 899, [xi], [ccxxiii]. Additional engraved title-page to first
vol., woodcut device to title-page, woodcut head & tail pieces & initials. Occasional light
foxing, small loss to fore-edge margin of engraved title-page, vol. II with one front endpaper
excised and a marginal scorch-hole to Y7. Late 19th-century red straight-grain morocco,
spines and boards blind tooled, gilt titles, a.e.g, green endpapers. Joints, endcaps and corners a
bit rubbed, a few faint spots and smudges but very good overall.
Described by Dibdin as more ‘beautiful and valuable’ than the 1685 Bleau edition, though he
observes that the Bipont editors consider that ‘its accuracy is not equal to its beauty’. Contains
the notes of various commentators including J.F. Gronovius, who unfortunately died before
the work was completed.
To front paste-down of each volume a 20th-century bookplate of James Elwin Millard. To
front paste-down of vol. I, small bookseller’s ticket of Edward Rainford of 12 Red Lion
Passage. To preliminary blank, MS extract from Dibdin.
Willems 1479; Dibdin II (4th ed.) 453
[52212]

£600

Item 31. Thoresby

31.

Thoresby, Ralph: Ducatus Leodiensis, or, the Topography of the Ancient and Populous
Town and Parish of Leedes [...] To which is added, at the Request of Several Learned
Persons, A Catalogue of his Musaeum, with the Curiosities Natural and Artificial, and the
Antiquities [...] London: printed for Maurice Atkins, and sold by Henry Clements [...], 1715.
First edition, subscriber’s copy. Folio, pp. vi, [ii], v-xxi, 6, 5-114, 109-268, [iii], 276-628,
[xii] + portrait frontispiece and 12 further plates, some of which folding. Text continuous,
irregular pagination as usual. The separate title-page of the second section, Musaeum
Thoresbyanum, is dated 1713. Woodcut headpieces and initials, further illustrations in the
text. MS family tree of the Sleigh family tipped in between pages 128 and 129; MS family
tree of the Parker family to blank at rear. A few tiny scorches and wax spots, occasional toned
plate or gathering. 19th-century light yellowish-brown polished calf, raised bands, spine
heavily gilt with black morocco title label and small red date label at tail end; gilt border,
frame and dentelles, a.e.g., marbled endpapers. A bit rubbed, a little loss to headcap, small
chip to spine, some scratches and scrapes to boards, corners slightly worn but still a handsome
copy.
‘Thoresby's great work was the Ducatus Leodiensis, or, The Topography of Leedes (1715).
From the time he settled on the project in the early 1690s, Thoresby worked industriously
towards its completion. This was not the first topographical publication of importance about a
provincial town but it was the first work of importance by a Yorkshire antiquary. Attached to
the main body of the text was a catalogue of the Musaeum Thoresbyanum and the volume
included a very fine map of the area. Ducatus was published by subscription and was
dedicated to Peregrine Osborne, marquess of Carmarthen and heir apparent to the duke of
Leeds, and to the mayor of Leeds and aldermen of Leeds. About 2000 copies were printed and
sold for £3. A second edition appeared in 1816, with notes and additions by Thomas Dunham
Whitaker.’ (ODNB)
Large coat of arms and motto (’Medio tutissimus’) of the Sleigh family printed on paper and
meticulously cut out (possibly from a bookplate) and pasted onto front the paste-down. To the
ffep, a recent armorial bookplate of Lowther-Pinkerton.
To the top corner of the title-page, inscription of R. Witton in an old hand. Richard Witton
Esq. of Wakefield is listed as one of the subscribers. This could be the barrister Richard
Witton (1649-1718), or his son of the same name (1682-1746), both of whom were important
local figures and lived at Lupset Hall, Wakefield.
To p.1, just above the title, the inscription of Gervase Petty Sleigh dated 9th Dec. 1874.
Sleigh (1854-1883) was a captain in the Siamese navy and died at sea while still relatively
young. His father John wrote a history of Leeke in Staffordshire (1883). The list of
subscribers includes Mr Hugh Sleigh of Leeds, against whose name a small mark has been
made, presumably indicating a family member. The MS family tree (Sleigh) on the final blank
appears to be in Gervase’s hand. The tipped-in family tree (Parker) is in a similar hand,
though perhaps not quite the same. References to Leeke have been underlined, suggesting that
it may have been the work of his father.
ESTC T139372; Upcott 1381-3
[52024]

£825

32.

Thoroton, Robert: The Antiquities of Nottinghamshire, extracted out of Records, original
Evidences, Leiger Books, other Manuscripts, and Authentick Authorities. Beautified with
Maps, Prospects, and Portaictures. London: printed by Robert White, for Henry Mortlock [...],
1677.
First edition. Folio, pp. [xvi], 507, [xxxvii] + 22 plates as called for including four leaves
containing 520 coats of arms plus the separate slip of eight further coats of arms, which are
bound after the Preface rather than at the rear amongst the indices as indicated in Upcott.
Imprimatur leaf followed by title-page in red and black, copious illustrations and genealogical
tables in the text, woodcut initials and head-pieces. Occasional tiny holes, scorch and wax
marks, never affecting more than a letter or two, some plates neatly repaired, a few faint spots
and smudges but generally clean. Mid-20th-century reback on 19th-century boards, mottled
brown calf, spine heavily gilt, plain gilt borders, edges coloured red, endpapers renewed.
Some significant surface loss due to insect damage at upper joint and a few other smaller
patches, lightly scratched and shelf worn, front endpaper split at hinge but board holding firm.
A very good copy.
Robert Thoroton (1623–1678) ‘commenced his Antiquities of Nottinghamshire in 1667. He
first worked on some transcript notes which his father-in-law Gilbert Boun had made from
Domesday Book. He assisted Sir William Dugdale in his Visitation of Nottinghamshire,
1662–1664. For his researches he employed paid assistants at considerable expense to
himself, delving into family archives, registers (some now lost), estate papers, church
monuments, and epitaphs. Like a number of county antiquaries he was little concerned with
his own times, or indeed with his own century, but tried to trace the manorial history of each
parish back to Domesday. He showed little interest in Roman remains, while protesting at
enclosure and destruction of woods. His notes, made on the back of letters from his patients in
Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, and Derbyshire, are now in Nottingham Public Library.
The folio volume of Thoroton's Antiquities was printed in London in 1677, illustrated with
engravings by Hollar after Richard Hall and dedicated to Gilbert Sheldon, archbishop of

Canterbury, and Dugdale, both personal friends. Dugdale wrote to the antiquary Sir Daniel
Fleming, 'Dr Thoroton's book cost me 16s to 18s. I do esteem the book well worth your
buying, though had he gone to the fountain of records it might have been better done' (1 Sept
1677, Le Fleming MSS, 139–40). John Throsby published a reprint of Antiquities with
additions, in three volumes (published 1790–96 but dated 1797).’ (ODNB)
A few pencilled booksellers notes to front endpapers. To front paste-down, armorial
bookplate of Revd. William Grice (1813-1885), vicar at Sherborne.
ESTC R22553; Upcott 1047
[52182]

33.

£950

Wood, Anthony à: Athenae Oxonienses. An exact History of all the Writers and Bishops
who have had their Education in the most Antient and Famous University of Oxford, from the
Fifteenth Year of King Henry the Seventh, A.D. 1500, to the Author’s Death in November
1695. [...] The Second Edition, very much Corrected and Enlarged; with the Addition of
above 500 new Lives from the Author’s Original Manuscript. London: Printed for R.
Knaplock, D. Midwinter, and J. Tonson, 1721.
2 vols. bound in one. Folio, pp. [xiv] cols. 742 p. [i] cols. 286 pp. [i] [viii]; pp. [vi] cols. 1186
p. [i] cols. 238 pp. [i] [viii]. Title-page to each volume, in red and black. Engraved initials and
head- & tail-pieces. Sporadic dampstaining near gutter at tail edge affecting but certainly not
obscuring text, very slight worming to fore-edge margin of first few leaves, occasional light
toning, a few spots and smudges. Contemporary brown calf boards with blind-tooled frame,
neatly rebacked with raised bands, gilt spine with title-label, corners repaired, edges lightly

mottled red. Light scrapes and scratches, front endpapers a but rumpled but still a very good,
handsome copy.
Second edition in English, revised, of Wood’s “priceless source of information on Oxford and
her worthies” (Ency. Brit. 11th edition), first printed in Latin in 1674 and in English in 1693.
This edition includes defences of Wood (1632-1695) by his nephew, Dr. Thomas Wood, after
he had been condemned at the vice-chancellor’s court for libels against the earl of Clarendon
in the first edition, and attacked by Gilbert Burnet for displaying popish prejudice.
To front paste-down: bookplate of Prinknash monastery in Gloucestershire; spade-shield style
armorial bookplate of Henry Thomas Payne. Payne’s ownership inscription to head of titlepage. This seems likely to be Henry Thomas Payne (1759-1832), the Welsh cleric and
ecclesiastical historian.
ESTC T59423; Lowndes 2982.
[52207]

£350

2/ Classics & Antiquity

34.

Aristophanes: [Frere, John Hookham, trans.:] The Birds [...]; The Acharnians; The
Knights. [...] Intended to convey some notion of its effect as an acted play, and to illustrate

certain points of dramatic humour and character discoverable in the original. Malta: printed at
the Government Press, 1839.
3 works in 1 vol., 4to., pp. 103, [i]; 70, [ii]; 89, [i]. Interestingly, gathering I of The Knights
has both cancel and cancelland versions of its first leaf, the two being textually as well as
typographically different. Sporadic foxing. Short closed tear to A4 fore-edge margin, small
loss to 2F3 lower marginal corner, tiny scorch-hole to 3H4 (none of the above affecting text).
Mid 20th-century binding, dark green half sheep, gilt spine with raised bands, green textured
cloth boards. Spine a bit faded, a little shelf wear, cloth slightly creased where it meets the
leather of the upper board. An unremarkable but sound binding, and a very good copy overall.
John Hookham Frere’s (1769–1846) verse translations of the plays by Aristophanes, privately
printed during his time in Malta for circulation amongst his personal friends. "A certain
number of copies [were] sent to England to be sold for the benefit of the widow of a deceased
friend" (Information from a brief memoir of Frere (Memoir, &c. [London?, 1846?])). It is
possible that these form the edition published in London by William Pickering in 1840 under
the title A Metrical Version of The Archanians, The Knights, and The Birds.
The Birds and The Knights each have a colophon to the final leaf which, along with the fact
that some collections are bound in a different order, might suggest that the plays were
circulated separately. A fourth part (The Frogs) followed later in the same year, but is not
called for here.
[52210]
35.

£250

Autenrieth, Georg: (Keep, Robert P & trans. & ed.:) A Homeric Dictionary for Use in
Schools and Colleges. From the German of Dr Georg Autenrieth Translated, with additions
and corrections. London: Macmillan, 1974.
Fourteenth impression. Small 8vo., pp. xiv, 337, [i], [vi (5 plates)], xv-xxi, [i]. Green cloth,
dust-jacket, both slightly dusty at headcap and top edge but still very good.
First published in England in 1877.
[53062]

36.

£20

Barrett, W. S. (West, M. L., ed.): Greek Lyric, Tragedy, & Textual Criticism: Collected
Papers. Oxford University Press, 2007.
First edition. 8vo., pp. xii, 515. Black cloth, silver-lettered. Dust-jacket. Mild shelf-dusting to
edges of text-block but unused so otherwise almost as new.
A posthumous addition to Barrett’s published work, consisting mostly of papers unpublished
during his life-time (Barrett died in 2001).
[53021]

37.

£65

Brewster, Harry: The River Gods of Greece: Myths and Mountain Waters in the Hellenic
World. London: I.B. Tauris, 1997.
First edition. 4to., 252 x 196 mm., pp. x, 116 + plates. Blue cloth, gilt-lettered, fine. Dustjacket with light shelf-wear, very good.
Many colour photographs. Preface by Peter Levi.
[53033]

£25

38.

Cleomedes: (Bowen, Alan C. and Todd, Robert B., trans. & comm.:) Cleomedes’ Lectures
on Astronomy. A Translation of ‘The Heavens’ With an Introduction and Commentary.
Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004.
First edition. 8vo., pp. xvi, 238. Black cloth, gilt-lettered to spine. Dust-jacket. Fine.
[53065]

39.

£40

Foley, Helene P.: Female Acts in Greek Tragedy. Princeton University Press, 2001.
First edition, second impression. 8vo., pp. 410. Black cloth, gilt-lettered. Dust-jacket. Unused,
slight shelf-dusting to edges, brown background of dust-jacket sun-faded at spine and towards
top edge without affecting lettering, otherwise as new.
[53034]

40.

£30

Gee, Emma: Aratus and the Astronomical Tradition. Oxford University Press, 2013.
First edition. 8vo., pp. xi, 299. Black cloth, silver-lettered to spine. Dust-jacket. Other than
slight bumping to corners, a fine, unread copy.
[53068]

41.

£25

Gentili, Bruno; Andreae, Bernard, et al: Studi Italiani di Filologia Classica Vol. I & II.
LXXXV Annata; Terza Serie; Volume X, Fascicoli I-II. Firenze: Felice le Monnier, 1992.
2 vols. 8vo., pp. ix, 714; [iv], 718-1202. Pink paperbacks, spines slightly faded. Very minor
shelf wear, a very good clean set.
[50376]

42.

£20

[Geographi Latini Minores:] (Riese, Alexander ed.:) Geographi Latini Minores.
Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1995.
8vo., pp. xlviii, 174+[i]. Light grey blue cloth, black lettered, minor marks to upper board. A
very good copy.
Facsimile reprint of 1878 Heilbronn edition.
[46768]

43.

£20

Hall, Edith: The Theatrical Cast of Athens: Interactions between Ancient Greek Drama and
Society. Oxford University Press, 2006.
First edition, second impression. 8vo., xii, 482. Black cloth, gilt-lettered. Dust-jacket. Unused:
the merest hint of shelf-dust otherwise as new.
[53035]

44.

£45

Jiménez, José Maria Rodriguez: El Hexametro de Apolonio de Rodas (Estudio por
Ordenador). Madrid: Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 1992.
Doctoral thesis. 8vo., pp. xiii, 506. Bound in red faux-leather boards, gilt-lettered, corners
slightly bumped, otherwise very good indeed.
[50358]

£20

45.

Knox, Peter E. (ed.): A Companion to Ovid. Wiley-Blackwell, 2009.
Large 8vo., 258 x 183 mm, pp. xviii, 534. Black cloth, silver-lettered. Dust-jacket. A slightest
hint only of dust to edges, but unused: as new.
In the series, ‘Blackwell Companions to the Ancient World’.
[53023]

46.

£40

[Livy] Livius Patavinus, Titus: (Weissenborn, W[ilhelm]; Müller, H[ermann Johannes],
eds.:) Ab Urbe Condita Libri. Berlin: Weidmannsche Buchhandlung, 1879; 1880; 1881;
1882; 1876; 1877; 1877; 1877; 1880; 1880; 1878; 1878; 1867; 1873; 1875; 1876; 1881.
10 vols. (some in multiple parts ) bound in 4. 8vo., underlining and scholarly annotations.
Lightly toned throughout, occasional light foxing. Contemporary half dark brown sheep,
raised bands and gilt titles to spines, brown marbled paper boards, edges sprinkled red. Spines
lightly rubbed but surprisingly sturdy for sheep, edges a little worn. A very good, scholarly
set.
To each front paste-down a tiny blue Blackwell’s of Oxford label, each near-obscuring a
small inkstamp beneath. To title-pages of vols. II-IV, pencil inscription of Louis C. Purser; to
vol.II he adds the date May 1883, to vol. III he adds ‘Trinity College, Dublin’ and to vol. IV
he adds the later date Aug. 1883. He also adds annotations, only a few to vols. I-II but far
more to vols. III-IV. Louis Claude Purser (1854–1932) was an Irish classical scholar who
spent his whole career at Trinity College. The work for which he is best remembered is his
edition of Cicero’s letters, which began in 1882 when he assisted Tyrell with the second
volume of The Correspondence of Cicero (1886). His efforts increased during the preparation
of each subsequent volume (1890, 1894, 1897, 1899), and by the end of the work he was the
predominant contributor. Purser appears to have had an extremely modest and anxious nature,
which led him to resign from several academic posts despite the protests of his colleagues.
‘Purser's scholarship was marked by a literary gift and historical grasp as well as by minute
and exhaustive criticism of text and language, and he will be remembered by The
Correspondence of Cicero. His output is impossible to quantify precisely, for besides a critical
text of Cicero's letters in the Oxford Classical Texts series (Ad familiares, 1901, and Ad
Atticum, 1903), an edition of Apuleius's Story of Cupid and Psyche (1910), work on Sidonius
Apollinaris and Prudentius in later years, and contributions to Hermathena and the

Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy, much of his work was inextricably involved with
that of other scholars, whose books he completed and revised when they were stricken by
illness. His completion of the edition of Ovid's Heroides by his colleague Arthur Palmer was
praised with uncharacteristic warmth by A. E. Housman.’ (ODNB)
[52199]
47.

£160

Meleager: (Whigham, Peter and Jay, Peter, trans.:) The Poems of Meleager. (A Bilingual
section:) Verse translations by Peter Whigham, Introduction and literal translations by Peter
Jay. London: Anvil Press Poetry, 1975.
First edition thus. 8vo., unpaginated. Mild browning to some gatherings. foxing to top edge.
Blue cloth, gilt-lettered. Dust-jacket, 1cm tear at base of spine, several other nicks, generally
creased and shop-worn with a portion of rear cover rumpled where adhered to lower board
((now separated but leaving traces as stains). But overall still a good reading copy.
Poetica I.
[53060]

48.

£25

Nagy, Gregory: Pindar’s Homer. A Lyric Possession of an Epic Past. Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1990.
First edition. 8vo., pp. viii, 523. Beige cloth, endcaps just starting to wear, tiny bump to top
edge of upper board, edges slightly dusted, otherwise very good. Black dust-jacket, corners
worn, one or two small closed tears, still very good. Some pencil annotations and underlining.
[50334]

49.

£25

Peter, Hermann: Der Brief in der Römischen Literatur. Hildesheim: Georg Olms
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1965.
Reprint. 8vo., pp. 259. Blue cloth, gilt-letter to spine and upper board, top corners bumped,
else very good. No dust-jacket. Ownership inscriptions of C.D.N. Costa in pen to front pastedown and Anne Wilson, crossed-out, to ffep. One or two markings, not obstructing text.
Reprint of the Leipzig 1901 edition.
[51030]

50.

£30

Petronius Arbiter: (Smith, Martin S., ed.:) Cena Trimalchionis Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1978.
Second impression thus. 12mo. pp. xxxvi, 233. Light browning, not affecting legibility. Red
cloth, gilt-lettered, edges slightly dusted, very good. Red dust-jacket, light fading to spine
again,a little worn and creased at edges, good.
This edition first published 1975.
[53044]

51.

£20

Petronius Arbiter: (Walsh, P. G., trans.:) The Satyricon. Translated with Introduction and
Explanatory Notes by P. G. Walsh. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996.
First edition thus. 8vo., pp. lii, [ii], 212. Black cloth, gilt-lettered. Edges lightly dusted
otherwise fine. Dust-jacket, spine very lightly faded, otherwise very good.
“Newcastle under Lyme School” stamped to ffep.
[53045]

£20

52.

Riedweg, Christoph: (Rendall, Steven, trans.:) Pythagoras: his Life, Teaching, and
Influence. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2005.
First edition thus. 8vo., pp. xi, 184. Black cloth, silver-lettered to spine. Dust-jacket. Fine.
Translated from the German first edition of 2002.
[53067]

53.

£20

[Sappho; Alcaeus:] Page, Denys (ed. & comm.): Sappho and Alcaeus. An Introduction to
the study of Ancient Lesbian Poetry. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975.
Fifth impression. 8vo., pp. ix, 340. Red boards, gilt-lettered, light crease to spine, endcaps just
starting to wear, top edge a little foxed and dusted, very good. Lacks dust-jacket.
First published 1955.
Ownership inscription “Bill Huntington” to ffep. Some unobtrusive pencil underlining to text.
[53061]

54.

£30

[Seneca] Regenbogen, Otto: Schmerz und Tod in den Tragodien Senecas. Darmstadt:
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1963.
8vo., pp.56. Internally clean and bright. Red cloth, gilt title to spine. Spine lightly faded, a
little shelf-wear, no dust-jacket, very good.
Pain and Death in the Tragedies of Seneca.
Inscription of C.D.N. Costa dated 20.vi.’88 to ffep.
[52087]

55.

£12

[Sophocles] Heaney, Seamus: The Burial at Thebes. Sophocles’ Antigone. Translated by
Seamus Heaney. London: Faber and Faber, 2004.
First edition. 8vo., pp. 56. Black cloth, gilt-lettered. Black front endpaper partially splitting
and showing white at hinge but intact. Dust-jacket, very slightly shelf-worn along to edge.
Very good.
[53047]

£20

Item 56. [Terence]

56.

[Terence] Terentius Afer, Publius: [Goodford, C.O., ed.:] Comoediae. Londini: printed by
Whittingham, 1854.
4to., pp. [iv], 463, [i]. Woodcut head-pieces and initials. Generally clean and bright internally.
Tan polished sheep, gilt spine, borders and dentelles, a.e.g., marbled endpapers. Spine and
joints scuffed, a few other scrapes and scratches, corners a little worn, endpapers slightly
foxed and creased, still a very good copy.
Charles Old Goodford (1812–1884) became headmaster of Eton College in 1853; he edited
this edition of Terence’s Comedies chiefly to present as a leaving book to sixth-form boys.
Presentation certificate bound in, made out to Francis William Garden-Campbell.
[52236]

57.

£50

Watts, Dorothy: Christians and Pagans in Roman Britain. London: Routledge, 1991.
First edition. 8vo., pp. xiii, 302. Black cloth, gilt. Top edge lightly dusted, otherwise fine.
Dust-jacket lightly creased, very good.
“Newcastle under Lyme School” stamped to ffep.
[53043]

£20

3/ Middle Ages & Renaissance
58.

Al-Khwarizmi: (Rashed, Roshdi, ed., trans. & comm.:) The Beginnings of Algebra.
London: Saqi, 2009.
First edition thus. Large 8vo., pp. viii, [ii], 392. Arabic text with facing-page English
translation. Dark blue cloth, gilt-lettered to spine, fine. Dust-jacket, lightly creased, very good.
[53066]

59.

£35

Duns Scotus, John: (Alluntis, Felix, and Wolter, Allan B., ed. & trans.:) God and
Creatures: The Quodlibetal Questions. Translated with an Introduction, Notes, and Glossary.
Princeton University Press, 1975.
8vo., pp. xxxiv, 548. Brown cloth, darker brown title-label and silver-lettering to spine, light
dusting to edges, fine. Dust-jacket, creased, with a few nicks to edges, price-clipped, very
good.
[53092]

60.

£45

Grafton, Anthony: Defenders of the Text: the Traditions of Scholarship in an Age of Science
Cambridge, Mass. & London: Harvard University Press, 1991.
First edition. 8vo., pp. 330. Cloth, gilt-lettered to spine, fine. Dust-jacket, slightly faded to
spine, very slight edge-wear, very good.
[53105]

£30

61.

Gransden, Antonia: Historical Writing in England c.550-c.1307. London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1974.
First edition. 8vo., pp. xxiv, 610. Blue cloth, top edge blue, now faded, otherwise fine. Dustjacket, with the fading to spine usual to this volume but still very good.
[53006]

62.

£60

Hall, Marcia B.: Renovation and Counter-Reformation: Vasari and Duke Cosimo in Sta
Maria Novella and Sta Croce 1565-1577. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979.
First edition. 4to. (284 x 224 mm), pp. xxvi, 200 + plates (113). 6 architectural figures to text.
Black cloth, red label to spine, gilt-lettering. Dust-jacket, price-clipped and with small
‘Dillons’ price sticker to front flap. A fine copy: just a hint of dusting to edges otherwise as
new.
In the series Oxford-Warburg Studies.
[53080]

63.

£75

Harvey, Barbara: Westminster Abbey and its Estates in the Middle Ages. Oxford at the
Clarendon Press, 1977.
First edition. 8vo., pp. xii, 499. Black cloth. Slight bump to upper board at bottom of joint, a
hint of shelf-wear, otherwise fine. Dust-jacket, price-clipped, sun-faded to spine, a couple of
chips, one with slight loss at top of upper joint, otherwise very good.
[53008]

£40

64.

Hobson, Anthony: Humanists and Bookbinders. The Origins and Diffusion of the
Humanistic Bookbinding 1459 - 1559, with a Census of Historiated Plaquette and Medallion
Bindings of the Renaissance. Cambridge University Press, 1992.
Folio, pp. xix, [i], 296 + colour frontispiece and 2 further leaves of colour plates, many more
b&w illustrations in the text. Brown cloth, green and gilt spine label. Top edge a little dusty,
near fine. Dust-jacket a little shelf-worn, spine slightly yellowed but very good overall.
Reprint of the 1989 first edition.
[51155]

£90

Item 65. Meyrick

65.

Meyrick, Samuel Rush: A Critical Enquiry into Antient Armour, as it Existed in Europe, but
Particularly in England, from the Norman Conquest to the Reign of King Charles II, with a
Glossary of Military Terms of the Middle Ages. London: printed by G. Schulze, 13 PolandStreet, for Robert Jennings, No. 2 Poultry; sold by John Gale, No. 8 Bruton Street, Bond
Street, 1824.
First edition. 3 vols., folio, pp. 20; [ii], lxxvii, [iii], 206; [iv], 297; [ii], 147, [cxxxiv] + 80
plates, 73 of which are hand coloured. Additional engraved title-page to each volume, some
hand-coloured and gilded initials. Occasional light smudgy marks to margins, engraved titlepages foxed with a little transfer to adjacent leaves. Contemporary half dark green morocco
with dark purple textured cloth boards, gilt titles to spines, top edges gilt, marbled endpapers.
Endcaps tattered, spines rubbed, corners worn, occasional scrapes and scratches, but still a
sound and very good set.
Samuel Rush Meyrick (1783–1848) was an antiquary and historian specialising in arms and
armour. He became a fellow of the Society of Antiquaries in 1810 and published his first
work, The History and Antiquities of the County of Cardigan, in the same year. He made
regular contributions to Archaeologia, (the Society of Antiquaries’ journal) from 1818 until
1830, most of which concerned his particular collecting and antiquarian interests. According
to ODNB one of his articles, 'Description of the engravings on a German suit of armour made
for King Henry VIII, in the Tower of London' (Archaeologia, 22, 1829) ‘is probably the
earliest detailed examination of a single armour to have been written’. Around the same time
he assisted Thomas Dudley Fosbroke with his Encyclopaedia of Antiquities (1823–5) and
contributed to various journals.
‘It was during these years that Meyrick began to acquire the collection of arms and armour
for which he became famous. His obituary in the Gentleman's Magazine describes it at this
time as filling not only 'the garrets, the staircase and the back drawing room' but as even
encroaching 'upon the bedrooms'. From the beginning it was conceived of as a scientific
collection and it was regularly made available to students. In 1825 it was visited by the artists
Eugène Delacroix and Richard Bonnington, who both drew items from the collection and
made use of them in later works.’ (ODNB)
This first edition of A Critical Enquiry into Antient Armour, in three abundantly illustrated
volumes, appeared in 1824 and is considered to be Meyrick’s greatest work. In 1826 the
authorities at the Tower of London consulted him on the arrangement of the national
collection of arms and armour (of which he had been severely critical in his Enquiry). Two
years later he was asked by George IV to arrange the collection at Windsor Castle. In
recognition of his work he was knighted in February of 1832.
South Shields Public Library inkstamps (some dated 1974) to title-pages and several other
pages throughout each volume, also an inkstamp to each plate verso. Gilt stamp of the same
library to tail of each spine. To front paste-down of vols. I and II: tiny contemporary
bookbinder’s label of Andrew Reid, Newcastle upon Tyne; small paper label with the letter C
printed in red. ‘C’ label also to vol. III.
[52411]

£1,250

66.

Pormann, Peter E.: The Oriental Tradition of Paul of Aegina’s Pragmateia. Leiden: Brill,
2004.
First edition. 8vo., pp. xix, 337. Laminated boards. A hint of shelf-wear to edges, otherwise
still fine.
Volume 29 in the Brill series: Studies in Ancient Medicine.
[53090]

67.

£60

Spencer, H. Leith: English Preaching in the Late Middle Ages. Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1993.
First edition, second impression. 8vo., pp. xvi, 542. Internally clean. Cloth, gilt lettered. Fine,
with a hint only of shelf-dust to edges, in very good dust-jacket.
Oxford University Press file copy, with their Library bookplate (stamped ‘Withdrawn’) to
ffep but no other library markings.
[53015]

£45
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